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June 2019 

 

Dear AP Language and Composition Students, 

 

You have enrolled in the AP Lang class for the next school year. The following information and summer 

reading assignments will prepare you for the beginning of the course this coming fall.  

 

Due to the in-depth annotation of the material, each student will be expected to purchase his or her own 

text book for this class. If buying a used text, avoid those that have already been written in or marked 

profusely if possible as these will detract from your own thinking and insight. It can be found through 

Amazon or other online sites. Be sure to select the Second Edition of this text. 
 
The Language of Composition  
Reading – Writing – Rhetoric 
Second Edition 
 
Rene e H. Shea 
Lawrence Scanlon 
Robin Dissin Aufses 
Publisher: Bedford/St Martins  
ISBN 978-0-312-67650-6 

 

 

This Advanced Placement Language and Composition course follows the AP English Course description, 

is College Board approved, and is designed to prepare students for the AP Language and Composition 

Exam as well as for college after high school graduation. This rigorous class is intended to teach students 

how to read, think, argue, and write critically in connection with a variety of texts, which include works 

from an assortment of time periods and genres, and the writing assignments include in-class essays as well 

as formal process essays with several opportunities for revision. This is considered a college-level course, 

which means students will be asked to read and analyze challenging, provocative, dense, and sometimes 

controversial material.  

 

As preparation, each student is expected to read i-Gen: Why Today's Super-

Connected Kids Are Growing Up Less Rebellious, More Tolerant, Less Happy-

-and Completely Unprepared for Adulthood--and What That Means for the 

Rest of Us by Gene M. Twenge over the summer and complete the attached 

assignments.  

 

A suggested reading is Thank You for Arguing, by Jay Heinrichs.  

  

I look forward to working with each of you during the next school year. 

  

God Bless, 

 

Mr. Wells 

This Second Edition can be 
found on Amazon from 
between $30 to $80.  

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/iGen-Super-Connected-Rebellious-Happy-Adulthood-ebook/dp/B01N6ACK3B/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1U68AHJ3IW4HW&keywords=igen+why+today%27s+super-connected+kids+are+growing+up+less+rebellious&qid=1559944299&s=gateway&sprefix=igen+w%2Caps%2C216&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/iGen-Super-Connected-Rebellious-Happy-Adulthood-ebook/dp/B01N6ACK3B/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1U68AHJ3IW4HW&keywords=igen+why+today%27s+super-connected+kids+are+growing+up+less+rebellious&qid=1559944299&s=gateway&sprefix=igen+w%2Caps%2C216&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/iGen-Super-Connected-Rebellious-Happy-Adulthood-ebook/dp/B01N6ACK3B/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1U68AHJ3IW4HW&keywords=igen+why+today%27s+super-connected+kids+are+growing+up+less+rebellious&qid=1559944299&s=gateway&sprefix=igen+w%2Caps%2C216&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/iGen-Super-Connected-Rebellious-Happy-Adulthood-ebook/dp/B01N6ACK3B/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1U68AHJ3IW4HW&keywords=igen+why+today%27s+super-connected+kids+are+growing+up+less+rebellious&qid=1559944299&s=gateway&sprefix=igen+w%2Caps%2C216&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Language-Composition-Reading-Writing-Rhetoric/dp/0312676506/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1495043954&sr=8-2&keywords=language+of+composition+shea
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On the back of this page is a synopses and rationale for these books (page 2), and the 

attached page (3) contain the directions for the activity you will need to complete to 

coincide with your summer reading. 

 

AP LANGUAGE & COMPOSITION  

Summer Reading Assignment 

  

SYNOPSES  

iGen: REQUIRED READING 

There are many saccharine – and largely fictitious – accounts of Gen Z traits available (many of 

which look suspiciously like older reports with Y or Millennial crossed out and simply replaced 

with Z). What separates Twenge’s analysis is the use of compelling large-scale age-matched 

generational data comparing Gen-Z now to previous generations when they were the age that 

Gen-Z is now.  This allows for a genuine comparison and removes general traits associated with 

youth (e.g. easy adoption of new technology, wanting to change the world). Twenge’s data also 

allows for some debunking of some Gen-Z myths.  For example, Gen-Z are not more 

entrepreneurial than Millennials (in fact they work less, and are less likely to want to own their 

own business). Nor are they more religious (in fact they affiliate less with religion, attend fewer 

religious services).  The myth-busting and cliché-stripping nature of Twenge’s iGen makes for a 

compelling read and a useful source of insight.   

 

 Thank You for Arguing: SUGGESTED READING 

Thank You for Arguing covers the core rhetorical teachings of Aristotle and Cicero, but 

Heinrichs does it entirely using modern examples, drawing on political, marketing, workplace, 

and cultural references, as well as his own family arguments. One paragraph discusses Socrates; 

the next discusses Sherlock Holmes. The balance between formal lessons and practical examples 

makes the book highly valuable and applicable to everyday speaking and writing.  

 

Among other things, you will learn:  

• A deeper understanding of ethos, pathos, and logos  

• Many figures of speech  

• How to recognize strong and weak logical arguments  

• How to recognize (and use, or defend against) persuasive techniques 

• How to construct persuasive language in speaking and writing  

 

 

RATIONALE  

 

AP Language and Composition centralizes the study of the analytical reading and the both 

spoken and written application of rhetoric.  What is rhetoric you might ask?  Good question!  

And one that we will continue to address throughout the course of this upcoming year!  Often 

times, people tend to view rhetoric simply as a writer or speaker’s ability to persuade their 

audience.  But, rhetoric is this and so much more.   It is a power over language that - if one 

possesses - can allow that writer or speaker to win over an intended audience in almost any 
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situation.  The purpose of this summer reading assignment is to introduce some fundamental 

rhetorical terms in a fun way.  Also, the assignment aims to spark your critical reading and 

thinking skills with two mesmerizing and relatable texts.  

  

ASSIGNMENT  

 

 1.  If you elect to read the read Jay Heinrichs’, Thank You for Arguing, I suggest you read it 

first.  Heinrichs’ text enlightens the novice rhetorician about the strategies and techniques 

involved when creating and sustaining an argument.   Though not a required read, we may refer 

to this text throughout the year. Do not merely read the words; interact with them: underline key 

facts and ideas and record notes in the margins to help you remember these ideas. 

 2.  Read Jean M. Twenge’s, Generation Me.  As you read, pay close attention to rhetorical 

strategies (introduced by Heinrichs) that Twenge uses to develop an argument that analyzes 

generational gaps and proposes how to accept our differences.  This copy is yours, and you are 

expected to highlight and annotate in the margins.  

 

3. iGen chapter-by-chapter argument and support log. For each chapter of the book, 1) record a 

key argument that was made, 2) identify 2-3 specific examples that support that argument, and 3) 

record a quote that relates/reflects the main idea of the chapter. There are ten chapters plus and 

introduction and a conclusion, so technically twelve chapters. Follow the basic format provided 

below 

 Generation Me Reading Log 

  

Chapter 1   

1. State the main idea or argument in complete sentence form (1-3 sentences) 

2. Detail 1 :Paraphrase/summarize a supporting detail and parenthetically cite 

3.  Detail 2 

4.  Detail 3 (optional) 

5. Key quotation parenthetically cited (quote that can represent chapter in some way) 

  

➢ Must be typed  

➢ MLA format 

➢ 1” inch margins  

➢ 12-point font  

➢ Times New Roman  

➢ Double-spaced  

➢ Include a title  

➢ Heading in upper left-hand 

corner  
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➢ Running header (Last name, page 

#) in upper right-hand corner of 

each page   

 

 

ASSESSMENT  

Generation Me Reading Log will be 100 points total and will count as the first formal grade 

you will receive.   AP Language & Composition is a writing intensified course.   Your 

written responses will give your teacher a clearer picture of who each of you are as a writer.  

You don’t want your first impression to be a bad one!  So, please put forth your best effort on 

this assignment!   

 

Should you have any questions or concerns about the AP Summer Reading Assignment, email 

Mr. Wells at cwells@nwcs.org. I may not respond immediately, but I will respond. 

mailto:cwells@nwcs.org

